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CONSTRUCTING UNIVERSAL COVERS OF FINITE GROUPS
HEIKO DIETRICH AND ALEXANDER HULPKE
ABSTRACT. Motivated by quotient algorithms, such as the well-known p-quotient or solvable quo-
tient algorithms, we describe how to compute extensions H˜ of a finite groupH by a direct sum of
isomorphic simple ZpH-modules such thatH and H˜ have the same number of generators. Similar
to other quotient algorithms, our description will be via a suitable covering group of H . Defining
this covering group requires a study of the relation module, as introduced by Gaschütz in 1954. Our
investigation involves so-called Fox derivatives (coming from free differential calculus) and, as a
by-product, we prove that these can be naturally described via a wreath product construction. As
an application, our results can be used to describe, for a given epimorphism G Ñ H and simple
ZpH-module V , the largest quotient ofG that maps ontoH with kernel isomorphic to a direct sum
of copies of V . We also provide a description of how to compute second cohomology groups for
the (not necessarily solvable) groupH , assuming a confluent rewriting system forH .
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a finite group that can be generated by e elements, and let V be a finite simple ZpH-
module. We consider the problem of describing extensions H˜ of H by a direct sum of copies of
V such that Hˆ can also be generated by e elements. If H happens to be a finite p-group, then our
description is closely related to the well-known p-group generation algorithm. In both situations,
the main idea is to construct a suitable covering group that contains every extension of interest as
a factor group. While the covering group in p-group generation depends only on the isomorphism
type of H , our cover depends also on the number of generators e and the isomorphism type of V .
Our approach is to start with a finite presentation of H , say H “ F {M , with F free of rank
e, and to consider the largest quotient of M that is an elementary abelian p-group, say M{Mp.
In Section 2, we define the p-cover of H of rank e to be the group Hˆp,e “ F {Mp: as shown in
Theorem 2.4, if H˜ is generated by e elements and maps onto H with elementary abelian kernel,
then H˜ is a quotient of Hˆp,e. That the isomorphism type of this cover is independent of the chosen
presentation of H will follow from a result of Gaschütz [5], who has investigated the H-module
structure ofM{Mp. We discuss relevant details in Section 2.1.
It follows from the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem thatM{Mp has rank 1 ` pe ´ 1q|H |, which is
usually too large for computational applications. We therefore study alternative ways to describe
Hˆp,e and the moduleM{Mp, and also reduce to smaller modules. Our investigation in Section 3
will use results from Fox calculus (see [12, Section 11.4]): We show that Fox derivatives are
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related to a natural wreath product construction. Since Fox calculus has applications in other
areas, such as knot theory, this construction might be of broader interest. Importantly, we show
in Theorem 3.4 how to describe the covering Hˆp,e and the moduleM{Mp via this wreath product
version of Fox derivatives. This is the crucial ingredient in our approach that makes our description
computationally feasible. We continue in Section 4 with a discussion of how to work with a
smaller quotient ofM{Mp, namely, a quotient that is V -homogeneous (isomorphic to a direct sum
of copies of a simple module V ); this leads to what we call the pV, eq-cover HˆV,e ofH . An explicit
construction that does not involve the large moduleM{Mp is described in Theorem 5.2.
An interesting application of our work is that it can be used to describe a quotient algorithm:
In general, for a finitely presented group G, the aim of quotient algorithms is to find (largest)
quotients of G with certain properties. For example, the largest abelian quotient of G is G{G1,
where G1 “ rG,Gs is the derived subgroup of G. The well-known p-quotient algorithm [11,
Section 9.4] attempts to construct the largest quotient of G that is a p-group. Solvable quotient
algorithms, such as described by Plesken [16] and Niemeyer [15], attempt to construct the largest
solvable quotient of G. Our description can be used to develop a quotient algorithm for more
general groups: Let ϕ : G Ñ H be an epimorphism onto a finite group H as above. We describe
how to find a larger quotient H˜ of G that factors through ϕ, such that the kernel of the projection
H˜ Ñ H is a finite solvable group. Since every finite solvable group has a chief series with
elementary abelian sections, we may suppose that the kernel of H˜ Ñ H is elementary abelian in
prime characteristic p, and then iterate. In fact, by also iterating over the isomorphism types
of simple ZpH-modules, we may suppose that this kernel is V -homogeneous for some finite
simple ZpH-module V . Thus, we are interested in finding a larger quotient H˜ of G together
with epimorphisms ϕ˜ : GÑ H˜ and π : H˜ Ñ H such that ϕ “ π ˝ ϕ˜ and ker π is V -homogeneous.
In Section 6 we construct H˜ via a suitable covering group that depends on ϕ and V .
Our description of HˆV,e in Section 5 requires the construction of the 2-cohomology ofH with
coefficients in an elementary abelian module. In Section 7, we therefore discuss the construc-
tion of extensions of non-polycyclic groups. Assuming confluent rewriting systems for the input
groups, our approach for that is closely related to the computation of cohomology for polycyclic
groups (using tails and consistency checks).
We conclude in Section 8 with some computational examples and some further remarks.
1.1. Notation and preliminaries. We reserve e and n for positive integers and p for primes. We
denote byZp the integers modulo p and byCp the cyclic group of order p. Throughout,ϕ : GÑ H
denotes an epimorphism of a finitely presented group G onto a finite group H of order m. We
assume that G (and thus also H) is e-generated, that is, G can be generated by e elements. Let
F be the free group of rank e and let ψ : F Ñ H be the projection associated with a chosen
generating set of H; we setM “ kerψ so that F {M – H .
For a group A we define Ap “ A1Appq, where A1 “ rA,As is the derived subgroup and Appq is
the subgroup generated by all p-th powers. With this definition, A{Ap is the largest p-elementary
abelian quotient of A. When describing extensions of groups, the common usage is to talk about
a group G being an extension of a normal subgroup N ✂ G by a factor group Q “ G{N . As we
will be working with different extensions with isomorphic factor groups, we shall describe these
as extensions of Q with N to avoiding ambiguity.
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A subgroupU ď AˆB of a direct product is a subdirect product ofA andB ifU has surjective
projections onto A and B, respectively. In this case, [22, Lemma 1.1] shows that for U1 “ U X A
and U2 “ U X B there is an isomorphism τ : A{U1 Ñ B{U2, and U is the preimage of the graph
of τ under the projection A ˆB Ñ A{U1 ˆB{U2; in particular, |U | “ |A||U2| “ |B||U1|.
For a module (or ring) R and positive integer n we denote by Rn the direct sum (direct
product) of n copies of R. We say a module R is V -homogeneous if R is isomorphic to a direct
sum of copies of a module V ; unless stated otherwise, all modules are assumed to be finite-
dimensional. A module is semisimple if it is a direct sum of simple modules (which do not need
to be isomorphic). We write RH,p for the p-modular regular H module, that is, RH,p – ZpH
as H-modules. To avoid confusion with the unit 1 P Z, we sometimes denote the identity in
groups by e. The radical radpAq of anH-moduleA is the intersection of all maximal submodules,
and radpAq “ 0 if no such submodule exist; it is the smallest submodule such that A{ radpAq is
semisimple. The following is well-known, but we include proofs for convenience.
Lemma 1.1. Let A and B be H-modules; let C ď A be a submodule.
a) We have radpCq ď radpAq and radpA‘Bq “ radpAq ‘ radpBq.
b) If σ : AÑ B is anH-module homomorphism, then σpradpAqq ď radpBq.
c) We have radpA{Cq “ pradpAq ` Cq{C, and A{C is semisimple if and only if radpAq ď C.
PROOF. a) If D ă A is a maximal submodule, then C{pC X Dq embeds in the simple module
A{D, so C XD “ C or C XD ă C is maximal. In both cases, radpCq ď C XD, so radpCq ď
radpAq. This also implies radpAq ‘ radpBq ď radpA ‘ Bq. Conversely, ifW ă A and V ă B
are maximal, thenW ‘B and A‘ V are maximal in A‘B, so radpA‘Bq ď radpAq‘ radpBq.
b) Let D “ σpAq, so σ : AÑ D is surjective and radpDq ď radpBq by a). If V ă D is maximal
and W is the full preimage of V under σ, then σ induces an isomorphism A{W – D{V , and
W ă A is maximal. Thus, radpAq ď W , and so σpradpAqq ď V . Thus, σpradpAqq ď radpDq.
c) As in a), the moduleA{ radpAq embeds into a direct sum of simple modules, hence is semisim-
ple. If radpAq ď C, then A{C – pA{ radpAqq{pC{ radpAqq is a quotient of a semisimple module,
hence semisimple. Conversely, if A{C is semisimple, then radpA{Cq “ 0 and so radpAq ď C.
To prove the first claim, let E ď A be the submodule with E{C “ radpA{Cq. Applying b) to
the projection A Ñ A{C yields pradpAq ` Cq{C ď radpA{Cq, so radpAq ` C ď E. On the
other hand, B “ radpAq `C is a submodule of A such that pA{Cq{pB{Cq – A{pC ` radpAqq is
semisimple. Thus, radpA{Cq ď B{C. It follows that E “ radpAq ` C, as claimed. 
The following useful result is due to Gaschütz [8, Proposition 6.14].
Lemma 1.2. Let N ✂ H be a finite normal subgroup of an e-generated group H . If H{N is
generated by th1N, . . . , heNu, then there are n1, . . . , ne P N withH “ xh1n1, . . . , heney.
1.2. The structure of the regular module. We shall need, for a finite group H and a finite
field K, the KH-module structure of the regular module M “ KH . The Krull-Schmidt Theo-
rem [13, Theorem 1.6.6] shows thatM can be written (uniquely) as a direct sum of indecompos-
able modules. Collecting isomorphic summands, we have a decomposition
M “
àn
i“1
Drii ,
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where each Di is a module that is indecomposable and projective (as direct summands of the free
module). It follows from [13, Remark 1.6.22(a) and Theorem 1.6.24] that the factorsDi{ radpDiq
are simple and mutually nonisomorphic, so n is the number of isomorphism types of simpleKH
modules. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that the semisimple moduleM{ radpMq can be decomposed
as
M{ radpMq “
àn
i“1
pDi{ radpDiqq
ri.
It follows from [13, Theorem 1.6.20(b)] that the isomorphism type of Dj is determined uniquely
by the isomorphism type of its radical quotient Dj{ radpDjq. If K is algebraically closed, then
the multiplicities satisfy ri “ dimDi{ radpDiq, see [13, Theorem 1.6.24].
Following notation from [13, Definition 1.5.8], an extension field K ě K is a splitting
field for a K-algebra A, if every simple KA-module is absolutely simple. It follows from [13,
Lemma 1.5.9] that if dimK A ă 8, then there exists a splitting field K such that the extension
K ą K has finite degree. This allows us to state the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. Let M “ KH “
Àn
i“1D
ri
i be the regular module of the finite group H over the
finite fieldK, and letK be a finite degree splitting field forKH . If V is aKH-module, we denote
byKV “ K bK V theKH-module arising from V by extending the scalar domain.
a) If V is a simpleKH-module, thenKV is a direct sum of nonisomorphic simpleKH-modules.
b) We haveK radpMq “ radpKHq.
c) Each ri is the dimension of an absolutely simple constituent of Di{ radpDiq.
PROOF. a) Since K is a finite extension of a finite field K, the extension K ě K is a Galois
extension. Now the claim follows from [13, Theorem 1.8.4]. More precisely, if W is a simple
KH-submodule ofKV , then KV is the direct sum of nonisomorphic Galois conjugates ofW .
b) By a), if S ă M is a maximal submodule, then KpM{Sq – KH{KS is semisimple, and
thus radpKHq ď K radpMq. Conversely, KH{K radpMq – KpM{ radpMqq and M{ radpMq
is a direct sum of simpleKH-modules; now a) shows thatKpM{ radpMqq is a semisimpleKH-
module. This implies radpKHq ď K radpMq. Thus, equality is established.
c) Let Di be an indecomposable direct summand of KH , and let KDi “ C1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ck be a
direct sum of K-projective indecomposables; note that the Cj are direct summands of the reg-
ular module KH . In particular, the radical quotients Cj{ radpCjq are simple KH-modules and
the isomorphism type of Cj is determined uniquely by the isomorphism type of Cj{ radpCjq. It
follows from a,b) that the direct sum constituents of KpDi{ radpDiqq are the the simple factors
Cj{ radpCjq, and hence they are mutually nonisomorphic. The multiplicity ri of Di as a direct
summand ofKH therefore equals the multiplicity of Cj as a direct summand ofKH , which is the
multiplicity of Cj{ radpCjq as a direct summand of KH{ radpKHq. By Wedderburn’s theorem
this is equal to dimKpCj{ radpCjqq, see [13, Remark 1.6.22(a) and Theorem 1.6.24]. 
2. THE COVERING GROUP Hˆp,e AND THE MODULE MH,p,e
Recall that H is a finite e-generated group and ψ : F Ñ H is an epimorphism from a free group
of rank e; we identify H “ F {M whereM “ kerψ. Let p be a prime and note thatM{Mp is an
H-module where g P H acts via conjugation by any preimage under ψ; this is well-defined since
M acts trivially onM{Mp by conjugation. The Nielsen-Schreier Theorem [17, (6.1.1)] shows that
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M is a free of rank r “ 1 ` pe ´ 1q|H |, henceM{Mp is elementary abelian of rank r. Note that
Mp “M
1M ppq is characteristic inM , hence normal in F , so we can define F {Mp.
Clearly, F {Mp is an extension of H with M{Mp. Conversely, let H˜ be an e-generated ex-
tension of H with an elementary abelian p-group. By Lemma 1.2, we can assume that ψ factors
through H˜ , and H˜ is a quotient of F {Mp. Our first goal is to establish that the structure of the
module M{Mp and the isomorphism type of the covering group F {Mp do not depend on the
choice of generators (the choice of ψ), but only on e. Based on results of Gaschütz, we will prove:
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a finite e-generated group; let p be a prime.
a) There is a finite e-generated group Hˆ “ Hˆp,e with the following properties: first, Hˆ has a
normal elementary abelian p-subgroup Z with Hˆ{Z – H; second, if L is an e-generated
group such that L{Y – H for some normal elementary abelian p-subgroup Y , then L is a
homomorphic image of Hˆ .
b) If H “ F {M where F is free of rank e, then one can define Hˆ “ F {Mp and Z “M{Mp.
c) The isomorphism types of Hˆ and the H-module Z depend only onH , p, and e.
Part c) of this theorem then justifies the following definition:
Definition 2.2. We call Hˆp,e the p-cover of H of rank e; this group exists and is uniquely defined
(up to isomorphism) whenever H is a finite e-generated group.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given below.
2.1. ThemoduleMH,p,e. The structure of the moduleM{Mp has been described by Gaschütz [5],
see also the book of Gruenberg [8] and papers [3,6]. We recall the relevant definitions and results,
starting with the fact that the structure of F {Mp is independent from the choice of ψ:
Theorem 2.3. ([5, Satz 1]) Let F be free of rank e and let ψ : F Ñ H be an epimorphism onto a
finite groupH with kernel M . The isomorphism class of the extension (see [17, Section 11.1] for
a definition) defined by the short-exact sequence
1Ñ M{Mp Ñ F {Mp Ñ H Ñ 1
depends on p, e, and H , but not on the choice of ψ : F Ñ H . Up to H-module isomorphism, the
H-module
MH,p,e “M{Mp
depends on p, e, H , but not on ψ : F Ñ H .
The structure of MH,p,e is closely related to that of the the regular module RH,p – ZpH .
As in Section 1.2, we decompose RH,p into a direct sum of indecomposable submodules, see
also [1, pp. 96–111] and [5, p. 281], and we fix the following notation: We have
RH,p – D
r1
1
‘ . . .‘Drtt
such that each Di{ radpDiq “ Ei is a simple ZpH-module with Ei fl Ej and Di fl Dj for i ‰ j.
The list E1, . . . , Et forms a complete set of representatives of simple ZpH-modules with E1 “ 1
(the 1-dimensional trivial module). By Theorem 1.3, each multiplicity is given by ri “ dimZp Ci,
where Ci is an absolutely simple constituent of Ei over the algebraic closure of Zp.
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We now define integers s1, . . . , st and an H-module BH,e,p as in [5]: If p divides |H |, then
radpD1q ‰ 0 and the si are defined by
radpD1q{ radpradpD1qq “ E
s1
1
‘ . . .‘ Estt ;
note that S “ Ds1
1
‘ . . .‘Dstt is the projective cover of radpD1q, cf. [6, p. 256]. We define BH,e,p
as the kernel of the natural projection S Ñ radpD1q. As shown in [5, Satz 5’] and [6, p. 256–258],
this kernel is unique up to isomorphism and does not contain a direct summand isomorphic to any
D1, . . . , Dt. If p ∤ |H |, then BH,e,p “ 0 and each si “ 0. With this notation, we have the following:
Theorem 2.4. ([5, Satz 2 & 3 & 5]) LetH be a finite e-generated group and let p be a prime. The
ZpH-modules MH,e,p and pRH,pq
e´1 ‘ 1 have the same multiset of simple composition factors.
Furthermore,MH,e,p – AH,e,p ‘ BH,e,p as H-modules, where
AH,e,p “ D
e´s1
1
‘D
pe´1qr2´s2
2
‘ . . .‘D
pe´1qrt´st
t .
Note that if p ∤ |H |, thenMH,e,p – pRH,pqe´1 ‘ 1. An alternative characterisation of AH,p,e
and BH,p,e is given in [5, Section 8]. For this we recall some notation. Let 1Ñ N Ñ W
pi
Ñ GÑ 1
be an extension of a group G with a G-module N . The extension is split if there is a subgroup
U ď W such that π|U : U Ñ G is an isomorphism; alternatively, the extension is split if there is a
homomorphism ι : G Ñ W such that π ˝ ι is the identity on G. Recall that the Frattini subgroup
of W is the intersection of all maximal subgroups of W ; it is well-known that it consists of all
nongenerators ofW , see [11, Proposition 2.44]. The extensionW is a Frattini extension ofG ifN
is contained in the Frattini subgroup ofW . In [5], such an extension is called nicht-zerspaltend.1
Let U be a split extension of H that is maximal with respect to the properties that U is e-
generated and the kernel of U Ñ H is an elementary abelian p-subgroup. Let V be a Frattini
extension of H that is maximal with respect to the property that the kernel of V Ñ H is p-
elementary abelian; note that V is also e-generated. Thus, there exist epimorphisms from F {Mp
to U and to V , respectively, that is, we have
U – pF {Mpq{B and V – pF {Mpq{A
for some normal subgroups A,B ď F {Mp.
Theorem 2.5. ([5, Satz 6]) As H-modules,MH,e,p – A‘B with A – AH,e,p and B – BH,e,p.
Thus, up to isomorphism, Hˆp,e{BH,e,p is the largest e-generated split extension of H with an
elementary abelian p-group, and Hˆp,e{AH,e,p is the largest Frattini extension ofH with an elemen-
tary abelian p-group, see also [6, p. 256]; here “largest” means that any other such extension is an
epimorphic image. The module BH,e,p has also been studied in [3, 6]: a simple ZpH-module V is
a direct factor of BH,e,p{ radpBH,e,pq if and only if H2pH, V q ‰ 0, see [6, p. 256].
We conclude this section with a proof of Theorem 2.1:
1Following [5], the extension is zerspaltend if there is a proper subgroup U ăW such that pipUq “ G; it is nicht-
zerspaltend if every subgroup U ď W with pipUq “ G satisfies U “ W . It follows that W is nicht-zerspaltend if
and only if the elements inN are all nongenerators, if and only ifW is a Frattini extension: IfW is nicht-zerspaltend
and xX,Ny “ W for some X Ď W , then xXy maps onto G, hence xXy “ W by assumption; this shows that N
consists of nongenerators. Conversely, if N consists of nongenerators and U ď W maps onto G, then xU,Ny “ W ;
by assumption, xUy “ xU,Ny “W , soW is nicht-zerspaltend.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. a+b) Recall that ψ : F Ñ H has kernel M . As in the theorem, let
τ : L Ñ H be an epimorphism with p-elementary abelian kernel Y . By Lemma 1.2, we can lift
any generating set of H of size e to a generating set of L; since F is free, we can therefore factor
ψ through L, that is, there is a homomorphism β : F Ñ L such that τ ˝ β “ ψ. Since βpMq ď
ker τ “ Y is p-elementary abelian, we have βpMpq “ βpM 1M ppqq “ 1. Thus, if we define
Hˆ “ F {Mp, then β induces an epimorphism from Hˆ to L, as required. Clearly, Z “ M{Mp is a
normal elementary abelian p-subgroup of Hˆ with quotient H . By the Nielsen-Schreier Theorem,
Z has rank 1` pe´ 1q|H |, which proves that Hˆ is finite.
c) Suppose H “ F {M and let Hˆ “ F {Mp with kernel Z “ M{Mp as in a). Let K be an
e-generated group with the same properties as stipulated for Hˆ. By assumption, there exist epi-
morphisms Hˆ Ñ K and K Ñ Hˆ; since both groups are finite, Hˆ – K follows. If U is the kernel
of the projection K Ñ H , then U is isomorphic to Z as H-module. It follows from Theorem 2.3
that the H-module structure on Z depends only onH , p, and e; the claim follows. 
3. THE COVERING GROUP VIA FOX DERIVATIVES
Throughout this section, let H be a finite e-generated group. Let F be free on X “ tx1, . . . , xeu,
and choose an epimorphism ψ : F Ñ H with kernel M ; we identify H “ F {M and let ψ be the
natural projection. The definition of the cover Hˆ “ F {Mp offers in principle a way of construction
as a finitely presented group. However, the large rank of the moduleMH,e,p “M{Mp makes this
infeasible in all but the smallest examples. We thus shall explore a different way of describing
an isomorphic group: The aim of this section is to describe Hˆ and MH,e,p via so-called Fox
derivatives and a wreath product construction. Since we work with group rings, such as ZF , we
denote the identity in F (and in its quotient groups) by e to avoid confusion with the unit 1 P Z.
3.1. Fox derivatives. We first recall some results from [12, Section 11.4]. The Fox derivative of
x P X is defined as the unique map
B
Bx
: F Ñ ZF
that satisfies the Leibniz’ rule
Bpuvq
Bx
“ pBu
Bx
qv ` Bv
Bx
for all u, v P F and that maps x P X to e and every other generator to 0. The Fox derivative can
be extended linearly to ZF ; by abuse of notation, we call it B
Bx
as well.
Remark 3.1. The Leibniz’ rule yields that
Be
Bx
“ 0 and Bps
´1q
Bx
“ ´ Bs
Bx
s´1.
The image of w P F under B
Bx
is a sum of terms, one for each occurrence of x˘1 in w: the term
corresponding to w “ axb is b, and the term corresponding to w “ ux´1v is´x´1v. For example,
if w “ axbx´1c where a, b, c P F do not contain x˘1, then Bpwq
Bx
“ bx´1c´ x´1c.
By abuse of notation, we identify the projection ψ : F Ñ H with the induced homomorphism
ψ : pZF qe Ñ pZHqe,
and combine the Fox derivatives to a map
B : F Ñ pZF qe, w ÞÑ p Bw
Bx1
, . . . , Bw
Bxe
q.
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The next lemma describes the kernel of the composition ψ ˝ B : F Ñ pZHqe.
Lemma 3.2. ([12, Proposition 5]) If v P F , then ψ ˝ Bpvq “ 0 if and only if v PM 1.
3.2. A wreath product construction. Recall that |H | “ m, and consider the wreath product
W “ Z ≀H “ H ˙ Zm,
where the m copies of Z in Zm are labelled by the elements of H . As H-modules, we have
Zm – RH,p, the regular H-module. We write 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q P Zm and, if h P H and z P Z, then
zphq P Zm ďW
denotes the element of Zm with z in position labelled h, and 0s elsewhere. Thus, if a, b, g, h P H ,
then pa; 1pgqq, pb; 1phqq PW satisfy
pa; 1pgqq ¨ pb; 1phqq “ pab; 1pgbq ` 1phqq and pa, 1peqq´1 “ pa´1,´1pa´1qq.
For each i P t1, . . . , eu define the homomorphism ψi : F ÑW by
ψi : F ÑW, ψipxjq “
#
pψpxjq; 0q if i ‰ j
pψpxjq; 1peqq if i “ j.
We now prove that ψi is closely related to the Fox derivative
B
Bxi
. For this we need to identify
ZH with Zm via the additive isomorphism α : ZH Ñ Zm that maps each g P H to 1pgq P Zm;
this allows us to define ζ “ α ˝ ψ : ZF Ñ Zm.
Proposition 3.3. If i P t1, . . . , eu and w P F , then
ψipwq “ pψpwq, ζp
Bw
Bxi
qq,
and ζp Bw
Bxi
q “ 0 if and only if ψp Bw
Bxi
q “ 0.
PROOF. For simplicity, write τ “ ψi and x “ xi. Write w “ w1xε1w2xε2 . . . wkxεkwk`1 where
each wj P F is reduced and does not contain x˘. We prove the claim by induction on k. If k “ 0,
then w “ w1 and τpwq “ pψpwq, 0q “ pψpwq,
Bw
Bx
q. For k “ 1 we have w “ w1xε1w2, which
requires a case distinction: if ε1 “ 1, then
τpwq “ pψpw1q, 0q ¨ pψpxq, 1peqq ¨ pψpw2q, 0q “ pψpwq, 1pψpw2qqq “ pψpwq, ζp
Bw
Bx
qq;
if ε “ ´1, then
τpwq “ pψpw1q, 0q ¨ pψpxq
´1,´1pψpxq´1qq ¨ pψpw2q, 0q
“ pψpwq,´1pψpx´1w2qqq
“ pψpwq, ζpBw
Bx
qq.
Now let k ě 2 and write w “ w1xεkwk`1; by the induction hypothesis, we have
τpwq “ τpw1qτpxεkwk`1q “ pψpw
1q, ζpBw
1
Bx
qq ¨ pψpxεkwk`1q, ζp
Bxεkwk`1
Bx
qq “ pψpwq, Bw
Bx
q,
where the last equation follows from the observations in Remark 3.1. 
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We use ψ1, . . . , ψe to define the homomorphism
Ψ “ ψ1 ˆ . . .ˆ ψe : F ÑW
e.
For a prime p letWppq “ H ˙ Zmp be the modular version ofW , and define
Ψp : F
Ψ
ÑW e ÑW eppq
where the last map is induced by the natural projection Z Ñ Zp. The next theorem shows that Ψp
can be used to construct the p-cover Hˆ “ Hˆp,e of H of rank e and the H-moduleMH,e,p.
Theorem 3.4. With the previous notation, the following hold.
a) We have ker Ψ “M 1 and ker Ψp “Mp.
b) The p-cover Hˆp,e of H of rank e is isomorphic to ΨppF q.
c) The H-modulesMH,e,p and ΨppMq are isomorphic.
PROOF. a) By Proposition 3.3 we have w P ker Ψ if and only if ψpwq “ e and ζp Bw
Bxi
q “ 0 for
every i, if and only if w P M and ψp Bw
Bxi
q “ 0 for every i, if and only if w P M and ψ ˝ Bpwq “ 0,
if and only if w P M 1, see Lemma 3.2. It follows from this that M{M 1 – ΨpMq ď Zme, in
particular, Ψp induces a map M{M 1 Ñ Zme Ñ Zmep whose kernel is the preimage of ppZq
me
under Ψ|M{M 1, which isM ppqM 1{M 1. In conclusion, ker Ψp “Mp, as claimed.
b) It follows from a) and Theorem 2.1 that ΨppF q – F {Mp – Hˆp,e.
c) By the isomorphism theorem,Ψp yields an isomorphismα : M{Mp Ñ ΨppMq, rMp ÞÑ Ψpprq.
Let r P M , write g P H “ F {M as g “ fM , and note prMpqg “ rfMp. Since ΨppMq ď Zme ď
W e is abelian, Ψppfq acts on ΨppMq via conjugation by ψpfq “ g. Now αpprMpqgq “ Ψpprfq “
Ψpprq
Ψppfq “ Ψppfq
ψpfq “ Ψppfq
g shows that α is an H-module isomorphism. 
4. A REDUCTION TO HOMOGENEOUS MODULES
We continue with the previous notation. Since the rank of the moduleM “ MH,p,e is too large
for practical applications, we would like to replace it by a smaller module. This is not a restriction
since any finite extension ofH could be constructed iteratively by forming extensions with simple
modules. Any such extension, considered as factor of Hˆ “ Hˆp,e, will have a kernel containing
radpMq. The semisimple quotientM{ radpMq is the direct sum of homogeneous modules, and
so Hˆp,e{ radpMq is the subdirect product of extensions ofH with these homogeneous summands.
This motivates the following definition:
Definition 4.1. For a finite-dimensional ZpH-module A and a simple ZpH-module V let V pAq
be the smallest submodule of A such that A{V pAq is V -homogeneous.
An explicit construction follows with Lemma 1.1: Since A{V pAq is semisimple, we must
have radpAq ď V pAq; note that A{ radpAq “
À
iBi is a direct sum of simple modules and its
unique V -homogeneous direct summand is the direct sum of all Bi – V . It follows that V pAq can
be constructed as the full preimage of all Bi fl V under the projection AÑ A{ radpAq.
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Definition 4.2. Let V be a simple ZpH-module. The pV, eq-cover of H is
HˆV,e “ Hˆp,e{V pMH,p,eq;
it is the largest e-generated group that maps ontoH with V -homogeneous kernel.
Recall from Section 2.1 thatM – AH,e,p ‘ BH,e,p such that Hˆ{BH,e,p is the largest split ex-
tension and Hˆ{AH,e,p is nonsplit. We shall therefore describe a construction of HˆV,e as a subdirect
product of a split and a nonsplit extension. In the remainder of this section we consider the split
part; the nonsplit part will be discussed in Section 5.
Remark 4.3. If H is a finite p-group, then it is natural to compare Hˆp,e with the p-cover of H
as defined in the p-quotient algorithm, see [11, Section 9.4] for proofs and background informa-
tion. If H has rank e (that is, every minimal generating set of G has size e), then its p-cover
is an e-generated finite p-group H˚ such that H˚{N – H for some central elementary abelian
normal subgroup N , and such that every e-generated p-group L with L{Y – H for some central
elementary abelian Y ✂ L is a homomorphic image of H˚, see [11, Theorem 9.18]. The group
H˚ is unique up to isomorphism; ifH “ F {M with F a free group of rank e, then one can define
H˚ “ F {M ppqrF,Ms; in particular, H˚ is a quotient of Hˆp,e. Since N is the direct sum of copies
of the 1-dimensional trivial ZpH-module 1, it follows that H˚ – Hˆ1,rankpHq.
4.1. A wreath product construction for the split case. We reconsider the homomorphism
Ψp “ ψ1 ˆ . . .ˆ ψe : F Ñ pH ˙RH,pq
e
of Section 3.2; recall that
Hˆ “ ΨppF q and M “ ΨppMq.
Each ψj : F Ñ H ˙ RH,p maps the generator xk P X to pψpxkq, 0q if k ‰ j, and to pψpxjq; 1q
if k “ j; here 1 “ 1peq is a generator of the cyclic H-module RH,p – ZpH . Let V be a simple
ZpH-module and let U “ V pRH,pq be as in Definition 4.1. By Section 2.1, we have
RH,p “ D
rt
1
‘ . . .‘Drtt ,
and there is a unique index i such that
Di{ radpDiq – V ;
we fix i and set r “ ri. Note that RH,p{U – V r is the largest V -homogeneous quotient of RH,p.
Composing ψj with the projection RH,p Ñ V r, we get a homomorphism ψV,j : F Ñ H ˙ V r
that maps xk to pψpxkq, 0q if k ‰ j, and to pψpxjq; 1 ` Uq if k “ j; here 1 ` U is a generator of
the cyclic module V r “ RH,p{U . We use these maps to define
ΨV,e “ ψV,1 ˆ . . .ˆ ψV,e : F Ñ pH ˙ V
rqe.
We now prove that the image ΨV,epF q exposes the split part of HˆV,e. For this, recall from Theo-
rem 2.4 thatM{Mp –M “ AH,p,e ‘ BH,p,e ď ReH,p ď pH ˙RH,pq
e with
AH,p,e “ D
e´s1
1
‘D
pe´1qr2´s2
2
‘ . . .‘D
pe´1qrt´st
t
Proposition 4.4. The group ΨV,epF q is a quotient of Hˆ that maps onto H with V -homogeneous
kernel ΨV,epMq. If E is any quotient of Hˆ with these properties such that E is a split extension of
H with this kernel, then the projection Hˆ Ñ E factors throughΨV,epF q.
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PROOF. We abbreviate T “ ΨV,epF q and let π : T Ñ H be the natural epimorphism. Write
W “ H ˙ RH,p so that Ψp : F Ñ W e and we can identify Hˆ “ ΨppF q as a subgroup of
W e, see Theorem 3.4 Recall that U “ V pRH,pq, so Ue ď pRH,pqe ď W e, where all inclusions
are the natural ones. Since U ✂W , we have Ue ✂W e, and so the natural projection induces a
homomorphism ν : Hˆ Ñ W e{Ue. It follows thatΨV,e “ ν ˝Ψp and the natural projection Hˆ Ñ H
is ν ˝ π. Note that ψ “ π ˝ ν ˝Ψp has kernelM , which shows that
ker π “ νpΨppMqq “ ΨV,epMq;
by construction, ΨV,epMq ď V re, so ker π is V -homogeneous.
By Section 2.1, the groupK “ Hˆ{BH,p,e is the largest finite e-generated split extension ofH .
It follows that the largest finite e-generated split extension ofH with a V -homogeneous module is
K{R where R “ V pM{BH,p,eq. Note that R “ W {BH,p,e withW “ BH,p,e ‘ V pAH,p,eq and the
epimorphism K{R Ñ H has kernel isomorphic to V f where f the multiplicity of Di in AH,p,e,
see Theorem 2.4; recall thatDi{ radpDiq – V . Since every finite e-generated split extension ofH
with a V -homogeneous module is a quotient of K{R, it is therefore sufficient to show that K{R
is a quotient of T . To prove the latter, it is sufficient to show that νpAH,p,eq – V f .
Recall that we identify AH,p,e ďM ď Hˆ “ ΨppF q. Let A ď AH,p,e be the direct summand
of AH,p,e of the form D
f
i and recall that A ď pRH,pq
e ď W e. Since Di is projective, A – D
f
i is
projective as well, cf. [13, Definition 1.6.15]. Now [13, Example 1.1.46 and Theorem 1.6.27(d)]
show that A is injective and a direct summand of pRH,pqe. Without loss of generality, we can
therefore assume that A is part of the direct sum decomposition of pRH,pqe. This implies that
νpAH,p,eq “ νpAq “ V
f , as claimed. 
4.2. A practical construction of ΨV,epF q. Here we describe how to construct ΨV,epF q immedi-
ately fromH and a simple ZpH-module V , without going via the large moduleM. We denote the
dimension of V by s and the multiplicity of V in the radical factor of RH,p by r. By Theorem 1.3,
this multiplicity is the dimension of an absolutely simple constituentW of V and a divisor of s.
As shown above, the H-module V r is isomorphic to a quotient of the cyclic module RH,p, so
V r is cyclic as well. Suppose we have a cyclic generator z P V r, then one can define H ˙ V r and
homomorphisms
ψ1j : F Ñ H ˙ V
r
that map xj to pψpxjq, zq and xk ‰ xj to pψpxkq, 0q. SettingΨ1p “ ψ
1
1
ˆ . . .ˆψ1e : F Ñ pH˙V
rqe,
it is obvious that its image satisfies
Ψ1ppF q – ΨV,epF q.
Thus, it remains to find a cyclic generator of V r; we now describe how to do that.
Recall that here we have K “ Zp. As in Theorem 1.3, let K be a splitting field for KH
and letW be an absolute simpleKH-module that is a direct summand of KV ; let ν : KV Ñ W
be the natural projection onto that summand. We choose vectors w1, . . . , wr P V such that their
images νpw1q, . . . , νpwrq form a K-basis of W . Since the images of the standard K-basis of V
span W as a K-vector space, we can take w1, . . . , wr as a subset of such a standard basis. Since
W is absolutely simple, it follows from [13, Corollary 1.3.7] that KH acts as full matrix algebra
onW . That means that we can find elements ai P KH , such that νpwiqaj “ δi,jνpwiq, where δi,j
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is the Kronecker-delta. We now considerW r as a quotient of pKV qr and let KH act diagonally.
For w PW , denote by rwsi this vector in the i-th component ofW r, and define
z “ rνpw1qs1 ` rνpw2qs2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rνpwrqsr PW
r.
By the definition of ai, we have zai “ rνpwiqsi. Since W is simple, each νpwiq generates W as
KH-module; this shows that z generates W r as KH module. Since V is a simple KH-module,
this implies that the pre-image rw1s1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rwrsr P V r of z generates V r as KH-module.
5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COVER HˆV,e
We use the previous notation, that is, H “ F {M is finite and e-generated, and V is a simple
ZpH module. As before, let Hˆ “ Hˆp,e be the covering group, let M “ MH,p,e “ M{Mp be
the representation module, and let HˆV,e “ Hˆ{V pMq the largest e-generated group that maps onto
H with V -homogeneous kernel. Because that kernel is V -homogeneous, HˆV,e will be a subdirect
product of individual extensions of H with V . Furthermore, as seen in Section 4, we know that
ΨV,epF q is a quotient of HˆV,e through which all finite e-generated split extensions factor. Thus,
HˆV,e can be constructed as subdirect product ofΨV,epF qwith nonsplit extensions. Such extensions
only exist if p | |H |, which we shall assume from now on.
To fix notation, we recall the basic setup of extension theory [17, Section 11]. Every exten-
sion of H with an H-module V is isomorphic to a group Eγ with underlying set H ˆ V and
multiplication
(5.1) pg, vq ¨ ph, wq “
`
gh, vhwγpg, hq
˘
for a 2-cocycle γ P Z2pH, V q. We call Eγ the extension corresponding to γ and call the map
εγ : Eγ Ñ H, ph, vq ÞÑ h,
its natural epimorphism. Nonsplit extensions correspond to cocycles in Z2pH, V q that lie outside
the subgroup of 2-coboundaries B2pH, V q. We first show that it is sufficient to only take exten-
sions corresponding to representatives of a basis for the second cohomology group H2pH, V q “
Z2pH, V q{B2pH, V q. For this we need a technical lemma; note that here we write V multiplica-
tively, but we consider Z2pH, V q and H2pH, V q as additive groups.
Lemma 5.1. Let H be a finite group and let V be a simple ZpH-module. Consider extensions Eβ
and Eγ with β, γ P Z
2pH, V q, and natural epimorphisms εβ and εγ , respectively.
a) Let S be the subdirect product of Eβ and Eγ defined by identifying εβpEβq “ εγpEγq. Let
ζ “ β ` γ. There exists N ✂ S such that S{N – Eζ and N X ker εβ “ 1. In particular, S is
isomorphic to the subdirect product of Eβ and Eζ defined by identifying εβpEβq “ εζpEζq.
b) The same statement as in a) holds for ζ “ β ` rγ for any r P Zp.
c) Let D be a group with epimorphism π : D Ñ Eβ. Let S be the subdirect product ofD with Eγ
defined by identifying εβpπpDqq “ εγpEγq. For every ζ “ β ` rγ with r P Zp, the group S is
isomorphic to the subdirect product of D with Eζ defined by identifying εβpπpDqq “ εζpEζq.
PROOF. a) Up to isomorphism, we can identify S with the Cartesian product H ˆ V ˆ V with
multiplication
pa, v, wq ¨ pb, x, yq “
`
ab, vbxβpa, bq, wbyγpa, bq
˘
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and natural projections τ : S Ñ Eβ , pa, v, wq ÞÑ pa, vq, and σ : S Ñ Eγ , pa, v, wq ÞÑ pa, wq. Let
K “ pker τqpker σq “ 1ˆ V ˆ V and N “
 
p1, v, v´1q : v P V
(
ď K;
note that N,K ✂ S and K{N – V as H-modules. Now consider the natural homomorphism
ν : S Ñ S{N ; note that every element in S{N has the form pa, v, 1qN , and ν maps pa, v, wq to
pa, vw, 1qN . In particular, the multiplication in S{N is
pa, v, 1qN ¨ pb, w, 1qN “ pab, vbwβpa, bq, γpa, bqqN “ pab, vbwβpa, bqγpa, bq, 1qN,
which proves that pa, v, 1qN Ñ pa, vq defines an isomorphism S{N – Eζ where ζ “ β ` γ.
By abuse of notation, we consider the epimorphism ν : S Ñ Eζ , pa, v, wq ÞÑ pa, vwq. Since the
homomorphism τ ˆ ν : S Ñ Eβ ˆ Eζ is injective, the claim follows.
b) This follows by an iterative application of a).
c) Write A “ ker π and let A ď B ď D such that D{A – Eβ and D{B – H . As done in a), we
identify S with the Cartesian product H ˆB ˆ V and note that
D˜ “ tph, b, 1q : h P H, b P Bu – D and
E˜γ “ tph, 1, vq : h P H, v P V u – Eγ ,
with corresponding natural projections πD˜ : S Ñ D˜, ph, b, vq ÞÑ ph, b, 1q, and πE˜γ : S Ñ E˜γ ,
ph, b, vq ÞÑ ph, 1, vq. Note that L “ tp1, a, 1q : a P Au is normal in D˜ and D˜{L – Eβ. In
particular, L✂ S, and S{L is isomorphic to the subdirect product of Eβ and Eγ defined by iden-
tifying the common quotient H . By b), there exists a normal subgroup N{L ✂ S{L such that
pS{Lq{pN{Lq – S{N – Eζ and such that S{L is isomorphic to the subdirect product of Eζ and
Eβ defined by identifying the common quotient H . Let πN : S Ñ S{N be the natural projection.
It also follows from b) that ker πN “ N and ker πD˜ “ tp1, 1, vq : v P V u intersect trivially, so
πN ˆ πD : S Ñ S{N ˆ D˜ is injective. Since S{N – Eζ and D˜ – D, the claim follows. 
Theorem 5.2. Let H be a finite e-generated finite group, let F be the free group on tx1, . . . , xeu,
and let ψ : F Ñ H be the epimorphism with kernel M . Let V be a simple ZpH-module and
let γ1, . . . , γd P Z
2pH, V q be representatives for a basis of H2pH, V q. For each i, let the ho-
momorphism ̺i : F Ñ Eγi be defined by xj ÞÑ pψpxjq, 1q. Using ΨV,epF q from Section 4, we
define
D “ ΨV,epF q ˆ Eγ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Eγd
and ρ : F Ñ D, f ÞÑ pΨV,epfq, ̺1pfq, ̺2pfq, . . . , ̺rpfqq. Then ρpF q “ HˆV,e is the largest
quotient of Hˆ that maps ontoH with V -homogeneous kernel.
PROOF. In this proof, write Ei “ Eγi and hi “ ψpxiq for each i. Since γi R B
2pH, V q, each
extension Ei is nonsplit; since V is a simple ZpH-module, it follows that each ̺i is surjective. By
construction, ρpF q is e-generated and an extension ofH with a V -homogeneous module ρpMq ď
ΨV,epMq ˆ V
d, see Proposition 4.4. This implies that ρ factors through HˆV,e; let ν : HˆV,e Ñ ρpF q
the corresponding epimorphism. To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that ν is injective.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that ν is not injective. In this case HˆV,e fl ρpF q, so there is a
finite e-generated extension E ofH with a V -homogeneous moduleW such that the map F Ñ E
factors through HˆV,e, but E is not an image of ρpF q. Since ΨV,epF q is a quotient of ρpF q, it
follows from Proposition 4.4 that E is a nonsplit extension.
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SinceW is V -homogeneous, say with k direct summands V , the extension E is the subdirect
product of k extensions Eδ1 , . . . , Eδk with each δi P Z
2pH, V q. Since E is nonsplit, at least one
of the Eδi is nonsplit. Since E is e-generated, there is a surjection ρ8 : F Ñ E such that the
composition F Ñ E Ñ H maps each generator xj to ψpxjq “ hj . Now define
ρˆ “ ρˆ ρ8 : F Ñ D ˆ E and S “ ρˆpF q;
note that S is e-generated and has E and ρpF q as quotients, so S is strictly larger than ρpF q.
For i P t1, . . . , ku let Xi be the subdirect product of D with all Eδj for j ‰ i; for each
r P t1, . . . , du let πr : Xi Ñ Er be the natural projection onto the subdirect factor Er of D.
By construction, S is the subdirect product of Xi with Eδi defined by identifying εγrpπrpXiqq “
εδipEδiq. This allows us to apply Lemma 5.1, where D, π, and Eγ in Lemma 5.1 are Xi, πr, and
Eδi , respectively. We use this in the following.
Since E is nonsplit, there exist i P t1, . . . , ku such that Eδi is nonsplit, that is, δi R B
2pH, V q.
Since γ1, . . . , γd represent a basis for H2pH, V q, there exist scalars a1, . . . , ad P Zp such that
δi “
ř
j ajγj ` ζ for a 2-coboundary ζ . An iterated application of Lemma 5.1c) shows that S is
(isomorphic to) the subdirect product of Xi and Eζ , defined by identifying the common quotient
H; in particular, S is the subdirect product of ρpF q with E˜, where E˜ is now a subdirect product
of Eζ with all Eδj , j ‰ i. Thus, the nonsplit extension Eδi has been replaced by a split extension.
Iterating this process for all r for which Eδr is nonsplit, we conclude that S is a subdirect product
of ρpF q with a subdirect product Eˆ of k split extensions of H with V .
Since ρpF q has ΨV,epF q as a quotient, it follows from Proposition 4.4 that there is a normal
subgroup N ✂ ρpF q such that ρpF q{N is isomorphic to the largest e-generated split extension Y
ofH with a V -homogeneous module. In particular, we can identityN with a normal subgroup of
S ď D ˆ Eˆ contained in D. Then S{N is an e-generated subdirect product of Y and Eˆ that is
a split extension of H by a V -homogeneous module. But Y is the largest such extension, which
proves that S{N – Y . This, in turn, implies that S “ ρpF q, which is a contradiction to the
assumption that ν is not injective. Therefore ν must be injective. 
In conclusion, HˆV,e can be constructed as follows: First, construct ΨV,epF q as explained in
Section 4. Second, construct a basis forH2pH, V q; this will be described in Section 7. Third, con-
struct HˆV,e “ ρpF q as a subdirect product with extensions corresponding to a basis of H2pH, V q,
as described in Theorem 5.2.
6. LIFTING EPIMORPHISMS GÑ H
We now adapt our results to the situation where we start with an epimorphism ϕ : G Ñ H ,
and we want to find certain larger quotients H˜ of G that map onto H with elementary abelian
kernel. We assume that G is a finitely presented group and that H is finite; moreover G and H
are both e-generated. The following simplification is useful: Since G is finitely presented, we can
suppose that G “ F {N for some free group F of rank e. IfM is the normal subgroup of F with
M{N “ kerϕ, then there is an isomorphism β : F {M Ñ H , fM ÞÑ ϕpfNq. Replacing H by
its isomorphic copy F {M , we can assume that H “ F {M and ϕ : G Ñ H , fN ÞÑ fM , is the
natural projection. Maps onto the original group can then be obtained via the isomorphism β.
We first show that the extensions H˜ can also be computed via a suitable covering group.
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Proposition 6.1. LetG be an e-generated groupwith epimorphismϕ : GÑ H onto a finite group.
There is a unique largest quotient Hϕ,p,e of G with the properties that ϕ factors through Hϕ,p,e
and that Hϕ,p,e maps onto H with p-elementary abelian kernel. If G “ F {N and H “ F {M
with kerϕ “ M{N , then Hϕ,p,e “ F {NMp. In particular, the isomorphism type of Hϕ,p,e is
independent of the choice of epimorphism ϕ.
PROOF. As explained above, we can assume thatG “ F {N andH “ F {M such that ϕ : GÑ H
is the natural projection. Let Hϕ,p,e “ F {NMp. Clearly, this group is a quotient of G that maps
onto H with p-elementary abelian kernel MN{NMp – M{MppN XMpq; we also have that ϕ
factors through Hϕ,p,e. Now consider a group K that also satisfies these properties; we show that
K is a quotient of Hϕ,p,e, which proves the proposition. By assumption, we have projections
F
τ
Ñ G
pi
Ñ K
α
Ñ H
such that α ˝ π “ ϕ with ker τ “ N and kerϕ “ M{N “ τpMq. This shows that τpMq “
π´1pkerαq, where π´1 means taking full preimages under π. Writing D “ τ´1pker πq, the iso-
morphism theorem implies that
kerα – π´1pkerαq{ ker π – τpMq{τpDq – pM{ ker τq{pD{ ker τq –M{D.
Since kerα is p-elementary abelian, it follows that Mp ď D. By construction, N “ ker τ ď D,
so NMp ď D. Finally, observe that F {D – K: this follows since K – F { kerpπ ˝ τq and
kerpπ ˝ τq “ τ´1pker πq “ D. This proves thatK is a quotient of Hϕ,p,e, as required. 
Definition 6.2. Given ϕ : G Ñ H as in Proposition 6.1, we call Hϕ,p,e the pG, pq-cover of H of
rank e; this group exists and is uniquely defined wheneverH is a finite e-generated group.
With the notation of Proposition 6.1, the group U “ M{NMp is the largest ZpG-module by
whichH “ F {M can be extended such that the resulting group is a quotient of G “ F {N .
We now discuss a reduction to V -homogeneous modules. One way to obtain the set of simple
modules for a finite group H is to start with the constituents of some faithful representation (for
example, a permutation representation) and to form tensor products of the constituents, adding
new (not isomorphic) simple constituents to the pool for forming tensor products; by the Burnside-
Brauer theorem, this will produce representatives of all classes of irreducible representations; we
refer to [11, Section 7.5.5] for more details and references.
Lemma 6.3. Let G “ F {N and H “ F {M as above. Let V be a simple ZpH-module, and let
U ď F such that U{Mp “ V pM{Mpq as in Definition 4.1. Then H˜ “ F {NU is the largest
quotient of G such that the kernel of the epimorphism from H˜ Ñ H is V -homogeneous.
PROOF. Clearly, H˜ is a quotient of G, and the epimorphism from H˜ Ñ H has kernel K “
M{UN . Note that K is p-elementary abelian since Mp ď U . By Proposition 6.1, the group
M{NMp is the largest quotient of M{Mp by which H can be extended such that the resulting
group is a quotient of G. Moreover, M{U is the largest V -homogeneous quotient of M{Mp.
It follows that M{NU is the largest ZpH-module by which H can be extended such that the
extension is a quotient of G. 
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7. COMPUTING COHOMOLOGY VIA REWRITING SYSTEMS
To make the construction of HˆV,e as in Theorem 5.2 concrete and effective, we need to be able to
calculate 2-cohomology groups and extensions for the finite groupH . The purpose of this section
is to describe a way of doing so.
In this section, as before, letH be a finite group with e generators th1, . . . , heu, and let V be a
d-dimensionalZpH-module withZp-basis tv1, . . . , vdu. IfH is given by a polycyclic presentation,
then the group of 2-cocycles Z2pH, V q can be computed by using tails and consistency checks, see
[11, Section 8.7.2] for details: first, one adds the generators of V and theH-module relations to the
presentation ofH; then one appends to each polycyclic relation ofH an indeterminate (tail) in V ;
lastly, one performs consistency checks which yield sufficient and necessary conditions on the tails
for the new group to be an extension ofH with V . The set of all those tails that yield an extension
is then a homomorphic image Z of Z2pH, V q. Similarly, an image B of the 2-coboundaries
B2pH, V q can be constructed, and eventually the quotient Z{B turns out to be isomorphic to the
cohomology group H2pH, V q. The key tool that makes this computation feasible is the fact that
one can usually compute efficiently2 with polycyclic groups, in particular, since every element in
a polycyclic group has a normal form with respect to the given polycyclic generating set.
We now discuss a similar approach for a group H that is non necessarily polycyclic, but
for which we are given a confluent rewriting system, see [11, Chapter 12] and [20, Section 2]
for details on rewriting systems; such a rewriting system allows us to compute normal forms
of elements in H , so that a similar approach can be used to compute H2pH, V q. The method
described here is a natural generalisation of the polycyclic case and already arises implicitly in
Holt & Plesken [10] and in Groves [7], as well as in the work of of Schmidt [18], yet we were not
able to find a complete description in the literature.
7.1. Extending the rewriting system. By introducing formal inverses, we interpret the groupH
as a monoid with 2e monoid generators th˘1
1
, . . . , h˘1e u. We consider this monoid as a quotient
of a free monoid A on a “ ta˘1
1
, . . . , a˘1e u, with α : A Ñ H , a
˘1
i ÞÑ h
˘1
i , being the natural
epimorphism. Note that a´1i is a formal symbol, while h
´1
i is the inverse of the element hi. Using
a Knuth-Bendix procedure [20, Section 2.5], we assume that we have a confluent rewriting system
(with respect to a reduction order ăa) for the monoid H on this generating set; we assume that
the system is reduced, that is, no left hand side of a rule is a subset of any other (left or right)
hand side. We refer to [20, pp. 51,52,59] for the precise definitions; here we only recall that this
rewriting system essentially consists of rules Rq which have the form l Ñ r for certain words l
and r in the generators of A.
Since we introduced extra generators to represent inverses, we assume thatRq contains rules
that reflect this mutual inverse relation and that become trivial (or redundant) when considering
the relations as group relations: these are the rules of the form aia
´1
i ÑH and a
´1
i ai ÑH, which
we collect in a subset Rq Ă Rq; here H denotes the empty word. We note that this assumption
holds automatically ifăa is based on length. If the order of one group generator hi is 2, these rules
will change shape: without loss of generality, after possibly switching ai and a
´1
i , there will be a
2Proving that computing with polycyclic groups has a favourable complexity is difficult because of the challenges
involving collection, see Newman & Niemeyer, “On complexity of multiplication in finite solvable groups” (2015).
However, the situation for polycyclic groups is much better than for general finitely presented groups where many
problems are proven to be undecidable.
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rule a2i ÑH (since otherwise a
2
i cannot be reduced), so that the inversion rule becomes a
´1
i Ñ ai.
In this case we also add this last rule to Rq. We now define rRq “ Rq ´Rq, so that our rules are
partitioned as
R “ Rq Y rRq.
We consider the ZpH-module V multiplicatively and write its elements as ve “ v
ei
1
¨ ¨ ¨ vedd with
e “ pe1, . . . edq P Z
e
p. Let τ : H Ñ AutZppV q describe the H-action on V . Correspondingly, we
choose an alphabet of d generators b “ pb1, . . . , bdq, and consider the set of rules
Rb “ tb
p
i ÑH, bjbj Ñ bibj : i P t1, . . . , du, j ą iu.
These rules form a reduced confluent rewriting system with respect to the ordering ăb, which
is the iterated wreath product ordering of length-lex orderings on words in a single symbol bi.
They define a normal form be “ be1
1
be2
2
¨ ¨ ¨ bedd with e P Z
d
p. The set Rb thus describes a monoid
isomorphic to V via bi Ñ vi.
We now take the combined alphabet A “ ta˘1
1
, . . . , a˘1e u Y tb1, . . . , bdu and denote by ă the
wreath product ordering ăb ≀ ăa, see [20, p. 46]. We define Rc to be the set of all rules
Rc “ tbja
σ
i Ñ a
σ
i b
pfi,j,σ,1,...,fi,j,σ,dq : σ P t˘1u, i P t1, . . . , eu, j P t1, . . . , duu
where the exponents fi,j,σ,k are defined by v
τpaσi q
j “ v
pfi,j,σ,1,...,fi,j,σ,dq. Corresponding to rRq we
define
Ra “ Rapxq “ tli Ñ rib
pxi,1,...,xi,dq : pli Ñ riq P rRqu,
where
x “ px1,1, . . . , x1,d, x2,1, . . . , x2,d, x3,1, . . . , xr´1,d, xr,1, . . . , xr,dq
is a list of indeterminates in Zp, analogous to the aforementioned tails. Lastly, we set
R “ Rpxq “ Rapxq YRb YRc YRq.
By the definition of the wreath product ordering, for all rules in R we have that the left hand
side is larger than the right hand side; thus R is a rewriting system. Note that R is reduced if
Rq and Rb are reduced. We wish to determine those values for xi,j that make Rpxq a confluent
rewriting system defining a group extension ofH with V ; this is analogous to consistency checks
for polycyclic groups. We start with the following observation.
Lemma 7.1. The monoid presentation xA | Rpxqy defines a group
PROOF. Write R “ Rpxq. The rules bpi Ñ H in Rb Ă R show that every generator bi has an
inverse. As H is a group, Rq must contain rules that allow for free cancellation. If the order of
hi is not 2, these rules must be of the form aia
´1
i Ñ H and a
´1
i ai Ñ H. These rules imply that
ai and a
´1
i are mutual inverses and they must lie in Rq Ď R. If hi has order 2, then there will
be a rule a´1i Ñ ai in Rq (thus the generator a
´1
i is a redundant duplicate generator) and a rule
a2i Ñ H in rRq; this last rule implies the existence of a rule a2i Ñ w P Ra, with w a word in
the generators tb1, . . . , bdu only. Thus w represents an invertible element, and aiw´1 will be an
inverse for ai. Since every generator has an inverse, the monoid is a group. 
Thus we can considerRpxq as relations of a group presentation with abstract generators
A
1 “ ta1, . . . , ae, b1, . . . , bdu;
note that some of the relations might become vacuously true in a group.
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Lemma 7.2. If R “ Rpxq is confluent, then xA1 | Ry defines a group that is an extension of H
with V where the conjugation action of H equals the module action.
PROOF. The relations in Rb and Rc show that the subgroup S “ xb1, . . . , bdy is abelian and
normal. As the only relations in R whose left side only involves the generators b1, . . . , bd are
the relations in Rb, confluence of R implies that S is isomorphic to V . The factor group can be
described by setting all bi to 1 in the relations; this produces the rulesRq, and those defineH . The
rules inRc prove the claim about the action. 
7.2. Making the system confluent. We now consider how to determine for which x the system
Rpxq is confluent. Using the method described in [20, Section 2.3], we need to consider overlaps
(see [20, p. 59]) of left hand sides of rules inR. LetRa “ Ra YRq.
Overlaps of left hand sides of rules in Rb reduce uniquely by the definition of Rb. The left
hand sides of two rules in Rc cannot overlap because of their specific form. Similarly, rules in
Rb and Ra cannot overlap as their left hand sides are on disjoint alphabets. The overlap of a left
hand side in Rb and in Rc will have the form wbai (where wb is a word expression in b) and
reduces uniquely as the action on V is linear. A left hand side in Rc and one in Ra will overlap
in the form wbwa; such expressions reduce uniquely as the action on a module is a group action.
In conclusion, only overlaps of left hand sides inRa remain. These left hand sides are words in a
only, and confluence will be a condition on the tuples
x “ px1,1, . . . , x1,d, x2,1, . . . , x2,d, x3,1, . . . , xr´1,d, xr,1, . . . , xr,dq
whose entries specifyRa; recall that r is the number of rules in rRq .
To determine these conditions, we consider Rpxq as a set of rules on “words” in A that may
involve powers of generators bi whose exponents are linear expressions in the indeterminates xi,j .
We call such a word w in A clean if it is of the form w “ ab, where a is a word in the generators
ta˘1
1
, . . . , a˘1e u and b is a word of the form b
e1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ bedd , where the ej are linear expressions in the xi,k
considered modulo p. We say that a and b are the a-part and b-part of w. Note that, by repeated
application of the rules inRb andRc, any word can be transformed into a clean word. This implies
that any word that cannot be reduced throughRpxqmust be clean. Furthermore, if the initial word
only involved b1, . . . , bd, with exponents homogeneous in the xj,k (that is, no constant term), then
also the resulting exponents ei in a reduced form will be homogeneous in the xj,k.
Following [20, Proposition 3.1] and the test for confluence [20, p. 62], we now have to con-
sider the overlap of two left hand sides of the rules inRa, say li and lj . By definition of an overlap,
we can write li “ st and lj “ tu for some words s, t, u in the ai, and the overlap to consider is the
word w “ stu. Applying rule li first, we transform w into w1 “ rib
pxi,1,...,xi,dqu; applying rule lj
first, we obtain w2 “ srjb
pxj,1,...,xj,dq. We apply rules, to w1 and to w2, until we arrive at words w˜1
and w˜2 that cannot be reduced any longer, and therefore are clean. Since the a-parts of the rules
form a confluent rewriting system (and Rb and Rc do not change that part of words), the a-parts
of the clean results w˜1 and w˜2 must be equal; this shows that the condition becomes an equality
of b-parts with exponents that are homogeneous linear in the xi,k. Confluence of Rpxq therefore
is determined by a finite list of homogeneous linear equations over Zp, and the system of these
equations can be obtained through a collection process applied to overlaps of left hand sides of
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rules inRA. We denote the solution space byX , that is,
X “ tx P Zdrp : Rpxq confluentu.
We now show that every extension E of H with V is isomorphic to xA1 | Rpxqy for some x P X .
For this recall (for example from [11, p. 53]) that E is isomorphic to a group Eγ with underlying
set H ˆ V and multiplication pg, vqph, wq “ pgh, vhwγpg, hqq for some 2-cocycle γ P Z2pH, V q,
see also (5.1). We identify E “ Eγ in the following, and note that we write the normal subgroup
V ✂ E multiplicatively. Our approach now is to use E to calculate the values xi,j of a suitable x.
For this define u “ pu1, . . . , ueq, where each ui “ phi, 1q P E. For a word w in ta
˘1
1
, . . . , a˘1e u
we denote by Evalpw,uq the element in E that is obtained by replacing each a˘1i by u
˘1
i . Now,
for each rule li Ñ ri inRq, calculate
ti “ Evalpri,uq
´1Evalpli,uq.
SinceRq is a confluent rewriting system ofH , we must have ti P V , where we identify V with the
subgroup tp1, vq : v P V u ď E; now define xi,1, . . . , xi,d P Zp such that ti “ b
xi,1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ b
xi,d
d . This
defines a tuple x. By the rules of arithmetic in E, each xi,j is a homogeneous linear combinations
of values of the 2-cocycle γ, thus the map ξ : γ ÞÑ x is linear. Since multiplication in E is
associative, the tuple x defines a confluent rewriting system Rpxq, and therefore this process
defines a linear map
ξ : Z2pH, V q Ñ X.
In particular, if E is any group isomorphic to Eγ for some γ P Z2pH, V q, then E – xA1 | Rpxqy
for x “ ξpγq: by the construction of x, the group E satisfies the relationsRpxq and therefore is a
quotient of xA1 | Rpxqy by von Dyck’s Theorem [11, Theorem 2.53]; both groups have the same
order, so isomorphism is established.
Since xA1 | Rp0qy is the semidirect product of H with V , the kernel of ξ lies in B2pH, V q,
thus we have determined the second cohomology groupH2pH, V q as
H2pH, V q – X{ξpB2pH, V qq.
Note that we can calculate the image of B2pH, V q under ξ by using a similar collection pro-
cess: let x P X and write L “ xA1 | Rpxqy for the corresponding extension. Then x comes
from a 2-coboundary if and only if L is a split extension of H with V , if and only if there exist
r1, . . . , re P V such that the elements a1r1, . . . , aere satisfy the relations ofH; here we identify V
with the subgroup of L generated by the b1, . . . , bd. Thus, assuming that x defines an extension,
we consider indeterminates r1, . . . , re P V and then collect and evaluate all rules Rq in L with
each ai replaced by airi; this gives linear equations relating the entries of the tuple x with the
indeterminates ri. The corresponding solution space characterises the image of B2pH, V q under
ξ. In conclusion, we have proved the following result.
Theorem 7.3. The tuples x that make R confluent form a Zp-vector space X that is the epimor-
phic image of Z2pH, V q, the epimorphism ξ preserving isomorphism of the respective extensions.
The kernel of ξ lies in the set of 2-coboundaries, thus H2pH, V q – X{ξpB2pH, V qq.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND EXAMPLES
If the group H we start with is solvable, then the approach outlined here is similar to Plesken’s
version [16] of the solvable quotient algorithm in that it constructs simple modules, and forms
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extensions with these through 2-cohomology (via tails and consistency checks), since one can use
polycyclic presentations in place of rewriting systems), verifying for each extension whether this
extensions can be a quotient.
Apart from not requiring solvability of the factor group H , our approach differs in that we
construct only one (larger) cover for each module type and only need to consider extensions cor-
responding to a basis of the 2-cohomology group. This significantly reduces the cost of having to
construct many extensions if the group of 2-cocycles is of larger dimension. This approach also
mirrors the process of the p-quotient algorithm [14], which first computes the p-cover and then
evaluates relators in this cover.
8.1. Explicit computations. As a proof of concept, we have implemented our approach in the
computer algebra system GAP [4] and provide functions that compute the covers ΨV,e and HˆV,e,
and the lifting process of Section 6. This code is available at
https://www.math.colostate.edu/~hulpke/liftquot.g;
it requires GAP 4.11, since this version provides our function TwoCohomologyGeneric to
compute cohomology groups for non-polycyclic groups. The code represents quotients as permu-
tation groups; to help calculating the orders for HˆV,e, a matrix representation of its module is used
as well. We use the built-in MeatAxe functionality to determine the splitting fieldK for a module
V and an (absolutely) simple factor module W of KV , which gives us the vectors wi needed in
the construction of Section 4.2.
Below we give three examples that illustrate the scope of our approach. The selection of ex-
amples has been restricted to groups whose nonabelian composition factors are alternating groups
since we have not yet implemented other cases, following [19].
Example 8.1. LetH “ A5 be the alternating group of degree 5. OverZ2, it has simple modules of
dimension 1, 4, and 4, of which the last one is not absolutely simple. Over Z3, the simple modules
have dimension 1, 4, an 6, respectively. Table 8.1 lists the cohomology groups H2pH, V q and the
sizes of the covers ΨV,epF q and HˆV,2 for those simple modules. We denote by pa¨b a ZpH-module
that can be written as the direct sum of b isomorphic copies of an irreducible module of dimension
a, it thus is a module of dimension a ¨ b. The calculations used the following commands (given for
characteristic 3); they completed all in less than a second:
gap> G:=AlternatingGroup(5);;
gap> irr:=IrreducibleModules(G,GF(3))[2];;
gap> List(irr,x->x.dimension);
[ 1, 4, 6 ]
gap> cov:=ModuleCover(G,irr[1]);;Size(cov);
540
gap> cov:=ModuleCover(G,irr[2]);;LogInt(Size(cov)/Size(G),3);
16
gap> cov:=ModuleCover(G,irr[3]);;LogInt(Size(cov)/Size(G),3);
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Extending this example, let G be the Heineken group defined by
G “ xa, b, c | ra, ra, bss “ c, rb, rb, css “ a, rc, rc, ass “ by ;
by eliminating the generator c, we consider it as a finitely presented group on two generators.
By von Dyck’s Theorem [11, Theorem 2.53], there is a unique epimorphism ϕ : G Ñ H with
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ϕpaq “ p1, 2, 4, 5, 3q and ϕpbq “ p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q. It was shown in [9, p. 725] that the largest finite
nilpotent quotient of kerϕ has order 224. Evaluating the relators in the covers for characteristic 2,
we find that the cover of size 23 ¨ 60 yields a quotient of G of order 2 ¨ 60, the cover of size 216 ¨ 60
yields a quotient of order 24 ¨ 60, and the cover of size 24 ¨ 60 yields no further quotient. We thus
found a quotient ϕ2 : G Ñ p2 ˆ 24q.A5. We can make this quotient explicit, by forming factor
groups of the respective covers HˆV,2. With our code, the corresponding calculation in GAP uses
the following commands; our code uses GAP’s functionality to represent quotients as permutation
groups and forming their subdirect products:
gap> F:=FreeGroup("x","y","z");;
gap> r:=ParseRelators(F,"[x,[x,y]]=z,[y,[y,z]]=x,[z,[z,x]]=y");;
gap> G:=SimplifiedFpGroup(F/r);;
gap> q:=GQuotients(G,AlternatingGroup(5))[1];
[ x, y ] -> [ (1,2,4,5,3), (1,2,3,4,5) ]
gap> cov:=LiftQuotient(q,2);;
[ x, y ] -> [ (1,12,9,21,23,2,11,10,22,24)(3,7,17,14,5,4,8,
18,13,6)(15,16)(19,20)(25,33,31,27,29)(26,34,32,28,30),
(1,20,10,7,4,2,19,9,8,3)(5,24,21,17,15,6,23,22,18,16)
(11,12)(13,14)(25,32,28,33,30)(26,31,27,34,29) ]
gap> LogInt(Size(Image(cov))/60,2);
5
This calculation took under a second on a 3.7 GHz 2013 Mac Pro. Iterating this construction
to the newly found quotient, the following code
gap> cov:=LiftQuotient(cov,2);;
gap> LogInt(Size(Image(cov))/60,2);
6
extends to an image group 2.p2ˆ 24q.A5 in about 3 seconds. Further iterations yield quotients
24.2.p2ˆ 24q.A5,
24.24.2.p2ˆ 24q.A5,
p2ˆ 2q.24.24.2.p2ˆ 24q.A5,
24.p2ˆ 2q.24.24.2.p2ˆ 24q.A5,
24.24.p2ˆ 2q.24.24.2.p2ˆ 24q.A5;
the last of which exposes the full quotient 224 of kerϕ. The image group of the last quotient was
represented as a permutation group of degree 15360.
All but the last calculation fit easily into 1GB of memory, the last calculation required about
7GB of memory. The timings for these calculations were 8, 80, 246, 795, and 41591 seconds, re-
spectively, and are correlate well with the orders of the covers involved. The runtime is dominated
by calculating orders of covers and subgroups therein, and by representing factors as permutation
groups.
Example 8.2. Consider the group
G “
@
a, b | a3, b4, pabq15, ra, bs2
D
;
this is an example of presentations pm,n, p; qq going back to Coxeter, and it is known that G is
infinite, see [21]. The derived subgroup of G has index 3 and is generated by b, x “ ba, and
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dimpV q |ΨV,2pF q| dimpH
2pH,V qq |HˆV,2| dimpV q |ΨV,2pF q| dimpH
2pH,V qq |HˆV,2|
1 22 ¨ 60 1 23 ¨ 60 1 32 ¨ 60 0 32 ¨ 60
4 24¨4 ¨ 60 0 24¨4 ¨ 60 4 34¨3 ¨ 60 1 34¨4 ¨ 60
4 24 ¨ 60 0 24 ¨ 60 6 36¨3 ¨ 60 0 36¨3 ¨ 60
TABLE 1. The 2-generated group H “ A5 and its covers for p “ 2 (left) and p “ 3 (right).
y “ bpa
´1q subject to the relations b4 “ pxb´1q2 “ x4 “ pyx´1q2 “ y4 “ pyb´1q2 “ pyxbq5 “ 1.
A low index computation finds an epimorphism G1 Ñ A6 that is defined by
b ÞÑ p1, 6, 5, 2qp3, 4q, x ÞÑ p1, 2qp3, 5, 6, 4q, y ÞÑ p1, 2, 3, 4qp5, 6q.
Over Z3 the simple modules of A6 are of dimensions 1, 4, 6, 9; the corresponding covers HˆV,2 are
31¨4.A6, 3
4¨6.A6, 3
6¨7.A6, and 3
9¨9.A6,
respectively. As quotients of G1, the second and third contribute, resulting in a larger quotient
p34 ˆ 36q.A6. An iteration to covers of this quotient produces p34¨3 ˆ 36¨2q.p34 ˆ 36q.A6.
Example 8.3. Consider the perfect group
G “
@
a, b | aba´2bab´1 “ apb´1a3b´1a´3q2 “ 1
D
from [2]; this group has been a standard example for investigating groups with a low-index algo-
rithm.3 A standard application of a low-index algorithm for subgroups of index up to 12 finds that
G has a factor group PSL2p11q ˆM212 ˆ A
8
11
ˆ A3
12
. Since 11!{2 “ 19958400, the order of A11 is
so large to make it infeasible to study the kernel of the epimorphism via standard methods.
To illustrate what can be done with our approach, we consider the homomorphism G Ñ A11
defined by
a ÞÑ p1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 8, 11q and b ÞÑ p1, 3, 2, 4qp5, 7, 10, 9, 11qp6, 8q.
Our calculation shows that for the trivial module 1 in characteristic 2, the cover Hˆ1,2 has the
form 23.A11, and this yields a quotient 2.A11 of G. The 10-dimensional module V of A11 in the
same characteristic gives a cover HˆV,2 “ 210¨10.A11, and yields a quotient 210¨2.A11 of G. The
32-dimensional module U gives a cover HˆU,2 “ 232¨16.A11, and yields a quotient 232¨3.A11 of G.
We did not attempt to work with modules in larger dimensions.
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3See http://www.gap-system.org/Doc/Examples/cavicchioli.html for a discussion in the
GAP manual.
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